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Abstract
The problem the world is facing today is the large amount of data i.e. the data is increasing each and every day in an
enormous amount. The growth is so large that the data which has been found over last year i.e. approximately 5 zeta
bytes can be seen today within two or three days. The world not only facing the problem of storing of this massive
amount of data but also the methods to access and analyse this large amount of data in specified amount of time. So
to overcome this problem a concept has been evolved over past few years in technological field i.e. “Big Data”. The
most powerful platform responsible for this massive growth of data is “Social Networks”. A large amount of data is
generated on Social Networks in a day and that can be structured, unstructured and semi-structured and is one of the
most widely used platforms for everyone. There are various implementations to solve the Big Data problems and
among them one of the most popular and widely used implementation is using the Hadoop and Map Reduce
programming. This paper aims to analyse social media (Twitter,etc.) big data to identify the widespread of certain
keywords related to different diseases at various locations such as India, TamilNadu and World. It will be used to
identify the number of people who are using these keywords in a social network classified by the location of the
people. It is going to fetch social media data set using Social Networks API and data set is stored in HDFS and a Map
Reduce program is to be written to obtain the number of times a disease keyword is used by a certain number of
people on their geographic location and finally visualize the results using graph. Also, classification techniques such
as Naïve Bayesian classification can be applied to the categorical data.
Keywords: Hadoop, API, Map Reduce, Big Data, Social Network (Twitter, Facebook), Diseases.
1. Introduction
Big data, a concept which is most popular in this tech era is created from a variety of sources such as Internet clicks,
mobile transactions, user-generated data, especially in the social media and also the content which is generated
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through the bank transactions and market demands. Apart from these sectors such as health care, engineering, and
many more add to big data environment. The data obtaineed from various sources requires the use of powerful
computational tools or applications which can view trends within or in between these large datasets. Data anlysis and
new insights created from this data information can be very beneficial in stastical analysis, surveys or the sources
where we can find an enormous amount of data , which can add a value to the data obtained in real time and also
narrowing the gap between the useful information and time.
In current scenario the technological improvements have introduced a very huge amount of data from distictive
domains such as social media, health care, user generated content over internet, etc.The term “Big Data” was coined
when scientists saw a massive data over social media such as Twitter. The definition of this huge volume of data over
Twitter or in general is much different than the traditional form of data. It has unique characteristics over traditional
form of data. Big data can be structured, semi structured, or unstructured thus requires perceptive techniques for
analysis. The advances in new technology requires creation of new systems and architectures for the collection,
storage and processing of data and algorithm mechanisms to be carried out during the whole process, this is where
Hadoop software framework comes under use. Twitter is an online social media network where anyone can register
and can do share or post a message which is 140 characters or less called tweets. It is a platform where people from
all over the world commute and stay connected to each other by tweeting or exchanging the latest and frequent
messages. People follow others from all over the world and get themselves updated known as followers. Furthermore,
the Tweets have been created on day to day basis of conversations, news, comments on some events, movies, politics,
life, catastrophic events, wars, diseases. Recently there is massive increase in volume of data that the existing
technologies will be inefficient to handle this growth. The daily tweets accumulate in huge volume of data, if this
kind of data is analyzed in sophisticated way, it can be of great use for us and provides various useful information for
decision making. This paper aims to present a Java-Hadoop application developed for big data analytics. The
deﬁnition of the big data is first introduced followed by a discussion of some attributes regarding big data analytics.
A systematic framework is presented to extract important information from big dataset using Hadoop Java Eclipse
application on an Oracle Linux OS. The rest of the paper is organized as the follows: Section (II) presents the
literature review related to the big data analysis past researchers. Section (III) contains the proposed framework,
while the results, and the discussion are in the subject of Section (IV). Finally, section (V) concludes the paper and
directions for further work.
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2. Literature Review
Manoj Kumar Danthala (February, 2015) published a paper which discusses the term ‘Big Data’ and how it can be
used for social media data. In the paper he has discussed that ‘BIG DATA’ has been getting much importance in
different industries over the last year or two, on a scale that has generated lots of data every day. Big Data is a term
applied to data sets of very large size such that the traditional databases are unable to process their operations in a
reasonable amount of time. It has tremendous potential to transform business and power in several ways. Here the
challenge is not only storing the data, but also accessing and analyzing the required data in specified amount of time.
He has argued about the massive increase in amount of data that is being generated since 2005 and how the term big
data evolved after that. The term big data refers to the data that is generating around us everyday life. It is generally
exceeds the capacity of normal conventional traditional databases. For example by combining a large number of
signals from the user’s actions and those of their friends, Facebook developed the large network area to the users to
share their views, ideas and lot many things. The major characteristics and challenges of big data are Volume,
Velocity and Variety. These are called as 3V’s of big data which are used to characterize different aspects of big data.
The “Velocity” is defined as the speed at which the data is created, modified, retrieved and processed. This is one of
the major challenges of big data because the amount of time for processing and performing different operations are
considered a lot when dealing with massive amounts of data. Traditional databases are incapabable of processing this
data and hence another major challenge is the volume. The second challenge is the “Volume” i.e amount of data
which is processed. There are many business areas where we are uploading and processing the data in very high rate
in terms of terabytes and zeta bytes. If we take present statistics, every day we are uploading around 25 terabytes of
data into facebook, 12 terabytes of data in twitter and around 10 terabytes of data from various devices like RFID,
telecommunications and networking. The storing process requires large clusters and large servers with high
bandwidth. Here the problem is not of storing but also the processing which is a major issue nowadays in
organisations. Third callenge is the “Variety” i.e. the data can be of any form like structured, semi-structured or
unstructured. The data generated from Facebook or Twitter gives ypu the information about the sentiment analysis
while the sensory data will give you information about how a product is used and what are the mistakes. So this is the
major issue to process information from different sets of data. Big data “Veracity” refers to the biases, noise and
abnormally in data. It is the data that is being stored, and mined meaningful to the problem being analysed. In other
words, Veracity can be treated as the uncertainty of data due to data inconsistency and incompleteness, ambiguities,
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latency, model approximations in the process of analysing data. After that he discussed about Hadoop and Map
Reduce an open source framework for solving the big data challenges.One of the popular implementation to solve the
above challenges of big data is using Hadoop. Hadoop is well-known open-source implementation of the MapReduce
programming model for processing big data in parallel of data-intensive jobs on clusters of commodity servers. It is
highly scalable compute platform. Hadoop enables users to store and process bulk amount which is not possible while
using less scalable techniques. Twitter, one of the largest social media site receives tweets in millions every day in the
range of Zettabyte per year. This huge amount of raw data can be used for industrial or business purpose by
organizing according to our requirement and processing. Also in the paper he provides a way of analyzing big data
such as twitter data using Apache Hadoop which will process and analyze the tweets on Hadoop clusters. This also
includes visualizing the results into a pictorial representations of twitter users and their tweets.The paper proposes
three modules for finding and performing operation on social media data sets.The main scope of the paper is to
analyzing and fetching the Twitter IDs of those users whose statuses have been retweeted the most by the user whose
tweets are being analyzed. First the system involves collecting the tweets from the social network using the twitter
API’s. Then second, this consists of standard platform as Hadoop to solve the challenges of big data through
MapReduce framework where the complete data is mapped to frequent datasets and reduced to smaller sizable data to
ease of handling. And finally includes analysing the collected tweets and fetching the Twitter IDs of those users
whose statuses have been retweeted the most by the user whose tweets are being analysed[1].Sultan Alenezi and
Saleh Mesbah(October, 2015) published a paper which developed a Java-Hadoop application. The paper aims to
analyze social media big data to identify the widespread of certain keywords. A Java-Hadoop application is
developed to analyze data obtained from Twitter social network. The application is used to identify number of people
(Tweets) who mentioned specific medical keywords (e.g. Cancer) classified by location. The application is developed
using Java Eclipse on CentOS Linux operating System and runs on Oracle Virtual Machine. The analysis aims to help
in decision making according to the number of people tweeting about cancer or any related word (like tumor) and
analyze them according to their cities all over the world. The results are used to create a GIS layer to spatially
enhance the visualization of the obtained results [2]. Manoj Kumar Danthala andDr. Siddhartha Ghosh(May, 2015)
published a paper for Twitter analysis of data using Apache Hadoop and Visualizing using BigInsights.Here in the
paper twitter data, which is the largest social networking area where data is increasing at high rates every day is
considered as big data. This data is processed and analyzed using InfoSphere BigInsights tool which bring the power
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of Hadoop to the enterprise in real time. This also includes the visualizations of analyzing big data charts using big
sheets [3]. IlkyuHa, BonghyunBack and ByoungchulAhn (2015) published a research article on “Map Reduce
functions to analyze Sentiment Information from Social Big Data”. In this paper they have discussed about opinion
mining and how Hadoop Map Reduce model can be used for this system.Opinion mining which extracts large amount
of opinion information from social media data is gaining so much popularity in research area. In particular, opinion
mining has been used to understand the true meaning and intent of social networking siteusers. It requires special
techniques to collect, store and process of data and extract meaningful information from them. Therefore, in this
paper, they propose a method to extract sentiment information from various types of unstructured social media text
data from social networks by using a parallel Hadoop Distributed File System(HDFS) to save social multimedia data
and using Map Reduce functions for sentiment analysis.The proposed method has stably performed data gathering
and data loading and maintained stable load balancing of memory and CPU resources during data processing by the
HDFS system [4]. Prachi Gokhale Pradnya Kulkarni University at Buffalo made a paper on“Twitter Data Analysis:
Hadoop2 MapReduce Framework”. The paper was aimed to find the IPL trends from Twitter. They used the
MapReduce programming model and Hadoop Framework for storing and processing of data. And finally used R
studio for visulization using graphs [5].
3. Framework for the Proposed System
3.1 Architecture

Fig. 1: Proposed System Architecture.
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1. Data Sets: First we gather data sets from social network website especially Twitter. We can also get raw data set
from snap repository for analysis purpose. But we are fetching dataset from Twitter only. We are using mahout for
fetching the Twitter dataset through Eclipse IDE console.
2. UBUNTU: Linux OS i.e. UBUNTU 12.04. is used for implementing the whole paper work as it is open source and
its more easier to work in Linux than any other OS like windows for Big Data papers.
3. Hadoop Framework: The Hadoop architecture will play a most important role in as it is the framework which is
going to store the whole dataset. Hadoop Framework 2.7.2 supported by Java 1.7.2 version is used. The data sets
are stored on HDFS.
4. Map Reduce: The whole processing of data takes place in map reduce programming model of Hadoop. Code is
written in Java using Eclipse Luna where all Hadoop libraries are imported and Maven and POM (Paper Object
Model) is used for all this java programming purpose.
5. Visualized Graph : A java program with all the libraries required for generating a bar graph are imported and the
output is visualized and can be filtered in various ways.
The filtering is done on the basis of disease dataset and the bar graph will be generated for all the common disease
which we have provided through raw sample dataset.
3.2 Framework

Fig.2: Proposed System Framework.
1.

Collecting raw data sets related from Social Networks API or SNAP Stanford University repository.

2.

Store the data sets in HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System).

3.

Split the data up and store at the collection of machines known as cluster.

4.

Next step is to process the data rather than retrieving data from Node server.

5.

Process with Map Reduce programming, where files are broken into chunks and parallel data processing is
performed.
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As the data already owns the cluster, so we can process in that place.

7.

Data is mapped and later data is reduced (Map Reduce).

8.

Obtained results will be in the form of (Key, Value) pairs.

9.

Filter the data on the basis of disease dataset and visualization can be done for different location on the basis of
disease and tweets in form of Bar Graph.

10. Compare the different graphs obtained as a final result and the trending disease or the most common disease
tweeted by the people can be seen as a core part of the paper.
3.3 Module

Fig. 3: Map Reduce module.
1. The initial step of map reduce job is to get the input data or raw data where stored data file is broken down in to
chunks. Map Reduce processes the data in parallel as it is the core functionality of Map Reduce programming
model. In serial processing of data it will take a lot of time so map reduce is preferred.
2. After the input data file, the we will feed data to mapper class which will split it according to key value pair. In
our case each word acts as a key and the occurrence of word will act as a value. The mapper program will generate
the intermediate keys in the form of key value pairs.
3. The reducer class starts with shuffling and sorting of key values. The reducer program will sort the data according
to key. The sorting of data is done in alphabetical order and in ascending order.
4. Now the job of Reducer comes in where the sorted keys with the number of occurrences will be merged together.
Here the reducer will merge the key and the number of values it is having of a particular key and group them
together.
5. Finally after mapping and reducing, the output file will be generated with each key and its value count in
alphabetical order.
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6. Now we can use this output file for filtering the key and values which are required by us for the analysis purpose.
We have filtered the map reduce output by comparing it with the raw disease dataset.
4. Results & Discussions
1. The initial output we get from fetching data from Twitter is saved in “tweets.txt”. The process of fetching data
from Indian server took time like 200 tweets in 10 mins, comparing to general server ( random fetching from any
countries ) took 1000 tweets in less than 5 minutes.

Fig. 4 : Twitter Data Fetch.
2. Then, comes the MapReduce job where sorting and merging of tweets occurs and data is saved, but the output file
will contains all the words occurring in input file ( tweets.txt ) and count the occurrence.

Fig. 5: Map Reduce Job Running.
3. Later come the filtering of keywords from the MapReduce output. At this point, we will have input file containing
list of Medical disease names and that file will be filtered wrt to MapReduce code which will again generate
output of Diseases and number of occurrences.
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Fig. 6: Disease Output File.
4. All the Filtered output will be count the occurrences of diseases and group everything.

Fig. 7: Disease Count Filtered.
5. At the end, the output file is generated to Bar graph to visualise the output in more sensible way. This will provide
more insight of data being tweeted on Twitter. The output graph and previous step output can be used in further
Sentimental Data Analysis.

Fig. 8: Bar Graph India.
5. Conclusion
The paper has been very challenging at each stages. Each stages have different problems which need to be overcome.
We specify the country and data being being fetched is processed later to generate output. The output received in Bar
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graph can be used in industry depending upon the filtering done, in our paper we focussed on Medical Disease and
Country. This output can help to generate stats for each country or state which can be used in various ways. This may
help to point the people getting affected by disease or related to. Also the Hospitals, Government, Medical Industry
can gain lot from this data, since people uses SNS 1-2 hrs daily which appears to be good source to collect
information about people. Hence, this paper is good approach to Sentimental Analysis in Big Data.
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